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FRITZ KUEBLER GMBH ZAHL-UND SEensorTECHNIK
SCHUBERTSTRASSE 47
78054 SCHWENNINGEN, GERMANY

Counters, "AK Series", Model(s) AK*

Counters, "K Series", Model(s) K*

Counters, "SK Series", Model(s) SK*

Counters, Model(s) 6.54x or 7.54x, where x represents any numbers or letters.

Counters, Model(s) 6.560, 6.715*, 6.716*, 6.901*, 6.903*, 6.904*

Counters, Model(s) 6.92x or 7.92x, where x represents any digits between 0 thru 9.

Counters, Model(s) 7.560, 7.715*, 7.716*, 7.717*, 7.901*, 7.903*, 7.904*


Elapsed time indicators, Model(s) AH57*, H37*, H57*, HC77*, HK17*, SHC77*


* - Followed by numbers or letters.

X - Where X equals 0 thru 9.

Marking: Company name or tradename "E128604" or trademark , model designation, and the Recognized Component Mark, .
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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